LEDlux Davis 620mm LED
Dimmable Colour Shifting Wall
Bracket in Black

$269.00

SPECIFICATIONS
SKU

190760

Product Type

Lighting

Brand

Lucci LEDlux

Lumens

1300
3000K/4000K/5000K
colourshift
3 years from date of
purchase

Colour Temperature
Warranty
Width / Diameter (mm)

615

Depth (mm)

110

Height (mm)

70

Dimmable

yes, see description tab
for details

IP Rating

44

Voltage

240V

Globe Included

Yes

Globe Type

LED

Globe Quantity

1

Wattage (Max)

16W

Light Location

Indoor Use Only

Room Type

Bathroom

Style

Modern

Colour

Black
DESCRIPTION

LEDlux Davis 620mm LED dimmable colour shifting wall
bracket in black

*Price and Product details are correct only at the time of printing.

Glamorous and refined, Davis features a beautiful
frosted inner tube, surrounded by a highly reflective
ribbed glass. Complete with a Tri Colour touch switch,
which allows you to seek out a colour that works for you,
no matter the time of day – simply tap to shuffle between
Cool White, Warm White and Day Light. Dimming
functionally has also been included. Hold the touch
button to decrease or increase the brightness. Davis also
has a memory function, so once you’ve set your favourite
colour and preferred brightness level, you can use your
wall switch to turn the fitting on or off, and it will always
return to the previously stored setting. Davis can be
positioned either horizontally above a mirror for general
vanity lighting, or install vertically either side of the mirror
for a more Hollywood effect. IP44 provides piece of mind
when installing in wet areas, such as a bathroom.
Product specifications are from the latest shipment of
these products as LED production is constantly
improving. Current stock may have different
specifications to what is stated on the website. Click here
for installation instructions
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